We begin our tour at Stonehenge, part of the Stuart Collection here at UC San Diego. Students can often be found by the sculpture reading, studying, or lounging in the sun.

This is the giant red chair. Yet another art piece located in Revelle!

The Administration Building is open to students for academic advising daily. Dan, who is a program assistant working there, says that his favorite thing about Revelle is “that the students are so well-rounded.”

Roger’s Place & Market is another dining option available in Revelle. Stop by before class to grab your morning beverage or pasty, or choose from the many food items offered in the market area.

Because the UC San Diego offers such a nice, large campus, we also offer campus shuttles to get you around. Shuttles run on a constant loop throughout the day and are a great way to get to and from classes in a short amount of time.

We end our tour with a gorgeous La Jolla sunset. This view can often be caught from the Keeling Apartments or on a short walk down to the cliffs. We hope you enjoyed your visit to Revelle College! We hope to see you again soon!

Because the UC San Diego offers such a nice, large campus, we also offer campus shuttles to get you around. Shuttles run on a constant loop throughout the day and are a great way to get to and from classes in a short amount of time.

This tour brought to you by Out-of-State and International Student Outreach. Visit http://nonresidentinfo.ucsd.edu for more info.
“The earth is full of wonders. We may not be able to imagine these until we see them, but by careful observation and clear-headed reasoning, it should be possible for us to understand them.”
- Roger Revelle

The La Jolla Playhouse is just across the street from the Revelle residence halls. As an award-winning regional playhouse, they offer outstanding theatre productions throughout the year. Many students get the chance to see shows at the La Jolla Playhouse that will be headed to Broadway afterwards. Current Broadway shows that began at the La Jolla Playhouse include Jersey Boys, Memphis, and Jesus Christ Superstar.

Walking just a few steps from the residence halls, we find Plaza Café, the dining spot in Revelle College. Here, you can find a variety of food options, including salads, sandwiches, burgers, rice bowls, and other entrees that change daily.

This is the Revelle anchor, located directly next to Plaza Café. The battle to paint the anchor started long ago, and it continues on today. Teams, organizations, groups, or individuals can be seen painting the anchor with the design of their choice. If you paint it, be sure to take pictures! You never know when the next group will come along to cover it up!

The Fleets are one of the various housing options offered in Revelle, comprising of six separate residence halls. The Fleets are located directly next to Plaza Café and Roger’s Place & Market, which means that food is always available!

Welcome to the inside of the Fleets. Here, rooms are available in single, double, and triple occupancy. The great thing about the suite-style living here is that it makes it extremely easy to meet new friends!

The Keeling Apartments are the newest housing option in Revelle College, that have been awarded a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design in New Construction Platinum Certification. The apartments, housing six people each, were designed to be naturally cooled and heated by the environment. They are also built of eco-friendly materials, and feature conservative water plumbing, and a rooftop garden (shown above).

“My favorite part about Revelle is that the general education requirements give you a change to try a little of everything.”
- Leah, Revelle Student